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IN THE CLAIMS:

Please cancel claims

Please rewrite claims 19, 20, 28, 30, 33, 39, and 41-43 as set forth below in clean

form. Additionally, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.121 (c)(l)(ii), amended claims , 20, 28, 30,

33, 39, and 41-43 are set forth in a Marked Up Version in the pages attached to this

amendment.

19. (New) A spot-tyW disc brake assembly, comprising:

a brake housin)

^
an actuating de\^ce arranged in the brake housing to apply an actuating force to a first

rake lining detachably connected to the actuating device;

a second brake lining detachably connected to the actuating device and anchored

axially on the brake housing; and

a spring assembly having a design that actively lifts and provides a clearance for the

first brake lining, wherein the spring assembly is_arranged with respect to the central plane of

the brake housing, wherein thA spring assembly includes:

a first leg portion which is detachably hooked at a shackle portion of the first

brake lining, wherein a snackle is shaped on a side of the first brake lining opposing a

-frictionaHining and being, securecl~to-the~back side of a carrier^plate having a front

side that carries the frictional lining in order to provide a point of force that radially

overlaps a spring force that ys exerted on a contact area of the first brake lining for

actively lifting the actuating ctevice after a braking applicatioi^

wherein the first leg portion of the spring assembly is supported on the first

brake lining in a circumferentiaAdirection.

20. (First Amended) The spot-type disc qrake assembly as claimed in Claim 19, wherein the

spring assembly abuts, in a protected fashion, in an indentation of the brake housing.

28. (First Amended) The spot-type disc brake assembly as claimed in Claim 27, wherein the

at least one grooved-shaped indentations are shaped during casting of the brake housing.
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\) ^nS30. (First Amended) The s&ot-type disc brake assembly as claimed in Claim 29, wherein the

7two matingly configured fastening portions are received in the at least one groove-shaped

indentations.

. (First Amended) Tne spot-type disc brake assembly as claimed in Claim 26, wherein the

pring arms extending in\a circumferential direction are arranged in a pocket adjacent to the

recess on the radial top sfde of the housing, thereby rendering it possible to fix the spring

assembly in a circumferentially or a radially accurate positioning on the brake housing.

39. (First Amended) A spot-type disc brake assembl^comprising:

a brake housing,

an actuating device arranged in the brake housing to apply an actuating force to a first

brake lining detachably connected toythe actuating device;

a second brake lining detachVbJ^c^nnected to the actuating device and anchored

axially on the brake housing; and

a spring assembly having a design that actively lifts and provides a clearance for at

least one side of the first brake lining, wmerein the spring assembly is arranged with respect

to the central plane of the brake housing, whereip^the spring assembly abuts, in a protected

fashion, an indentation on the brake housjj*glwherein the spring assembly includes:

a first leg portion w rich is detachably hooked at a shackle portion of the first

brake lining and supported! on the first brak^lining in a circumferential direction,

wherein the shackle is shape(ren_a^ixi@^ihe first brake lining opposing the frictional

lining and being secured to the back sida of a carrier plate having a front side that

carries a frictional lining in order to provide a point of force that radially overlaps a

spring force that is exerted on a contact aW of the first brake lining for actively

lifting the actuating device after a braking application, and

a second leg portion detachably hookedWo a bore in the brake housing.

1. (First Amended) A spot-type disc brake assembl^comprising:

a brake housing \including at least one groove-shaped indentation, wherein the

grooved-shaped indentations are shaped during casting of the brake housing;
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an actuating device arranged in the brake housing to apply an actuating force to a first

brake lining detachably connected to the actuating device;

a second brake lining detachably connected to the actuating device and anchored

axially on the brake housing; ancft

a spring assembly arranged in a recess between two bridge portions of the brake

housing having a design that actively lifts and provides a clearance for at least one side of the

first brake lining, wherein the spring assembly is arranged with respect to the central plane of

the brake housing, wherein the spring assembly abuts, in a protected fashion, on the brake

housing in an indentation between\the actuating devices, wherein the spring assembly

includes:

a first leg portion which is detachably hooked at a shackle portion of the first

brake lining, wherein the shacklfe is shaped on a side of the first brake lining opposing

the frictional lining and being sedured to the back side of a carrier plate having a front

side that carries a frictional lining in order to provide a point of force that radially

overlaps a spring force that is exerted on a contact area of the first brake lining for

actively lifting the actuating device\after a braking application, wherein the first leg,

at its freexnd, includes: \

bent portions to permit\ease of mounting the first leg at the shackle and

to prevent the first leg from slipping oiit of the shackle; and

a second leg portion in a circumferential direction on the brake housing by two

spring arms supported in the recess, which extend opposedly in a circumferential

direction in order to prevent tilting movement of the spring assembly, wherein the

second leg portion, at its free end, includes:

two matingly configured f^tening portions under a spring bias that

improves accurate positioning and hold of the secondJLeg^ wherein the two matingly

configured fastening portions are received at the groove-shaped indentations.

42. (First Amended) A spot-type disc brake assembly! comprising:

a brake housing including at least one groove-shaped indentation, wherein Jhp^

gjQojed-sf^^ are shaped during casting qf the brake housing;

an actuating device arranged in the brake housin&to apply an actuating force to a first

brake lining detachably connected to the actuating deviceA
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a second brake liningl detachably connected to the actuating device and anchored

axially on the brake housing; and

a spring assembly arranged in a recess of the brake housing having a design that

actively lifts and provides a clearance for at least one side of the first brake lining, wherein

the spring assembly is arranged with respect to the central plane of the brake housing,

wherein the spring assembly abuts an indentation on the brake housing, in a protected fashion

wherein the spring assembly includes:

a first leg portion which is detachably hooked at a shackle portion of the first

brake lining, wherein the shackle is shaped on a side of the first brake lining opposing

the frictional lining and being secured to the back side of a carrier plate having a front

side that carries a frictional lining in order to provide a point of force that radially

overlaps a spring force that is exerted on a contact area of the first brake lining for

actively lifting the actuating device after a braking application, wherein the first leg,

at its free end, includes:

bent portions to permit ease of mounting the first leg at the shackle and

to prevent the first leg from slipping out of the shackle; and

a second leg portion in a circumferential direction on the brake housing by two

spring arms supported in the recess, which extend opposedly in a circumferential

direction in order to prevent tilting movement of the spring assembly, wherein the

second leg portion, at its free end, includes:

a matingly configured fastening portion under a spring bias that

improves accurate positioning and mold of the second leg, wherein the matingly

configured fastening portion is received at the groove-shaped indentation or at a

fastening portion bore in the brake housing.

;

43. (First Amended) A spot-type disc brake assembly, comprising:

a brake housing;

an actuating device arranged in the brake housing to apply an actuating force to a first

brake lining detachably connected to the actuating pevice;

a second brake lining detachably connected to the actuating device and anchored

axially on the brake housing; and
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a spring assembly arranged in a recess between two bridge portions of the brake

housing having a design that actively lifts and provides a clearance for at least one side of the

first brake lining, wherein the spring assembly is arranged with respect to the central plane of

the brake housing, wherein the sprW assembly abuts, in a protected fashion, on the brake

housing in an indentation between\ the actuating devices, wherein the spring assembly

includes: \

a first leg portion which\is detachably hooked at a shackle portion of the first

brake lining, wherein the shackle\is shaped on a side of the first brake lining opposing

the frictional lining and being secured to the back side of a carrier plate having a front

side that carries a frictional lining in order to provide a point of force that radially

overlaps a spring force that is exened on a contact area of the first brake lining for

actively lifting the actuating device after a braking application, wherein the first leg,

at its free end, includes: \

bent portions to permit ease of mounting the first leg at the shackle and

to prevent the first leg from slipping ounof the shackle; and

a second leg portion supported \in a circumferential direction on the brake

housing by two spring arms supported 1V1 the recess, which extend opposedly in a

circumferential direction in order to prevent tilting movement of the spring assembly,

wherein the spring arms extending in a circumferential direction are arranged in a

pocket adjacent to the recess on the radial too side of the housing, thereby rendering it

possible to fix the spring assembly in a circumferential or a radially accurate

positioning on the brake housing, wherein \he pocket is shaped during casting

fabrication of the brake housing. \

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

Please amend paragraphs as set forth immediately below in clean form. Additionally,

in accordance with 37 CFR 1.121 (b)(iii), all paragraphs amended herein are set forth in a

Marked Up Version on the sheets attached to this amendment.

[0002] DE 31 30 185 Al discloses a disc brake with resetting springs. The disc brake

includes two resetting springs spaced in a circumferential direction and abutting with free
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